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Board Overview

Description
T h e Sun SPOT system features a 20-pin header on the eDemo board which allows
interfacing various sensors and actuators. Unfortunately, this connector is small and nearby
many delicate parts making it risky for the electronics novice to add wires or other
components.
The Breakout Board documented here eliminates the difficulty of making use of the I/O
signals by providing reliable terminal blocks, RC servo connectors, VeX™ system servo
connectors, two large actuation switches and a RS-232 level shifter with DB9 type male
connector.
Experimenters can easily connect virtually anything up to the Sun SPOT system in minutes
instead of hours.

Configuration Jumpers
JMP1 – Optional RS-232 Converter Configuration
JMP1 provides configuration for the optional on-board RS-232 level converter. The converter
circuit is a standard MAX232 circuit that can provide level shifting for RXD, TXD, CTS and RTS
signals. These four signals can be optionally jumpered into the SPOTs D0-D3 I/O lines. In addition
there is a jumper to feed the board's 5V bus to power the MAX232 chip.

RS-232 Level Shifter Jumper Configurations

Disabled/Unused
Configuration

RX/TX Signal
Configuration

<sample code to be placed here>

RX/TX/RTS/CTS
Configuration

JMP2 – VH Voltage Select
The VH voltage select allows the user to configure the board to feed either +5VDC or a different
voltage (VH) to allow proper functioning of the H0-H3 digital I/O pins.

Voltage Select Configurations

Pin 1-2 :: VH = VEXT

Pin 2-3 :: VH = VIN (+5VDC)

<H pins theory of operation and examples to be placed here>

Connectors
J1 – SPOT Connector
J1 is the connection to the SPOT via a ribbon cable.

<pics of SPOT end connection to be placed here>

J2 – Terminal Block
The J2 terminal block allows connection to the Analog inputs A0-A3 as well as the signals for the
two switches from the SPOT. J2 also makes a connection available for Vh (a 3-18V voltage that
can be supplied for the H0-H3 lines. Lastly, J2 provides a connection for Vin, the boards source for
5 volts. Ground is also available in three locations.

A0-A3
Analog Inputs for measuring....

VIN
VIN powers the servo and RS-232 features on the board. The required voltage for this
function is +5VDC. The use of any other voltage may damage your Sun SPOT. LED1 will
illuminate when +5VDC is applied to this terminal.

NOTICE:
The servos and RS-232 features will not work unless +5VDC is
provided to the board using the VIN connector on J2.
VH
VH provides voltage for the high-side I/O connections

J3 – Terminal Block
The J3 terminal block provides connection to the SPOTs digital IO lines (D0-D4) and the higher
voltage IO lines (H0-H3). In addition the last two pins are ground.

D0-D4
H0-H5

J4-J7 – Mini Breadboard
J4 through J7 form a 4x4 mini breadboard. This feature allows the user to quickly add a small
circuit without the need for a larger external breadboard. Each row offers four connections that are
connected together.

J8 – RS-232 Connection
J8 is an optional connector to allow the Breakout Board to be connected to RS-232 equipment.

SV1-SV2 – vEx™ Servo Connection
All of the digital I/O lines (D0-D4 and H0-H3) are routed to SV2 making them available to drive vEx
robotics servos which are compatible with RC servos except that they have male connector pins.
SV1 provides +5VDC and ground. The +5V power to this connector can be switched on and off
with SW3. The SV1-SV2 connectors can also be used to attach sensors, especially ones that
require a power source.

SV3-SV4 – RC Servo Connection
All of the digital I/O lines (D0-D4 and H0-H3) are routed to SV3 making them available to drive
standard RC servos. SV4 provides +5VDC and ground. The +5V power to this connector can be
switched on and off with SW3. The SV3-SV4 connectors can also be used to attach sensors,
especially ones that require a power source.

Headers
HDR1 – Reference Voltages from SPOT
HDR1 brings out the SPOT's 5V and 3.3V reference voltages. These voltages are limited to a
maximum current of 100mA each and therefore are not recommended to be used to power more
than a few LEDs or similar devices. For higher current needs, such as servos, the user should
provide an external source of 5VDC to the board.
If the user decides (at their own risk) to power the 5VDC for the breakout board with the 5V
reference voltage, they would run a wire from the reference header pin over to the Vin terminal
block.

<warranty-voiding self-powered configuration to be shown here>

Switches
SW1 and SW2
SW1 and SW2 simply bring out the signal lines for the SPOT eDemo board's two micro switches.
The Breakout Board made these switches as large as reasonable to make mechanical actuation
much easier for the user.

SW3 – Servo Power enable/disable
SW3 allows the user to enable and disable power to the servos.

Indicators
LED1 - +5V power indicator
In one corner of the Breakout Board, there is a LED that indicates if +5VDC has been provided to
the board (see J2 V IN connection). The LED glows green when +5V is present.

Probe Pads
The breakout board is equipped with built-in test points that act as easy to access measurement
points as well as hook points for oscilloscope probes (pictured).

Schematic <need a better resolution version here>

